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The paper refers to two of the sub-themes of the conference:
 Case studies of information institutions (libraries, archives, etc.) that foster community
research into family history or local heritage
>> However, I will not talk about one institution but about diverse individual people,
groups and institutions being engaged in
 [Case studies in] the digitisation and preservation of cultural heritage.
The central question of this paper adresses historical source material on the internet. The
digital revolution of communication generates completely new chances to publicise and to
use historical sources and historical knowledge. Traditional distances between professionals
and the rest of the world tends to shrink everywhere on the web, crowd sourcing projects
succeed in activating knowledge, skills and energy of people who are enthusiastic about history. My questions are: To which extent, and in which ways and channels does volunteer
work of semi-professional or amateur historians broaden the basis of historical sources on
the web? And can libraries – or other heritage institutions – encourage and support this kind
of work?
I would like to introduce the term historical culture as an analytical means. It is a very broad
term coined in the 1980s in order to analyse the way a society deals with its own history.
“The scope of historical culture is to advocate the examination of all the layers and processes
of social historical consciousness, paying attention to the agents who create it, the media by
means of which it is disseminated, the representations that it popularizes and the creative
reception on the part of citizens.”1 So it has at least four dimensions:





institutional: the framework of historical practice (schools, institutions of higher education,
academies, archives, museums, libraries etc.)
professional: the persons and professions involved in historical work and teaching
media, the ways of communication
recipients, the public

The focus of this paper rests on the first and second dimensions, institutional and personal
aspects of Germany’s historical culture, but we’ll come back to the others in the end as well.
Narrowing the focus once again, the paper will concentrate on the process of securing, preserving, describing and presenting historical source material.
Laws or by-laws set guidelines for the activities of state and community archives2 and libraries3. They fulfil their tasks in collecting all kinds of material originating from state authorities,
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but also from enterprises, societies, and individuals – for example bequests of writers, academics or other famous persons. They preserve the sources, index them, publish the
metadata, and, somehow also initiate editions, for example comprehensive medieval document collections as typical publications of the archives4, or the academic edition of the complete works of an 18th century poet, Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock, as a product of our State
and University Library in Hamburg which holds Klopstock’s complete literary bequest5. So
respectable amounts of historical source material have not only been collected but also edited in print by libraries and archives. And nowadays, of course, they have their digitasation
programmes to bring the most important part of their own holdings to the web.
Beyond these ‘standard’ activities of stately and communal heritage institutions, there are, of
course, all the professional historians at universities, academies and learned societies who
produce the bulk of source editions, historiographic and interpretative work. But beyond this,
there exist many ways and fields of action where non- or semi-professional citizens engage
in historical work augmenting the material basis of our historical culture, here especially: by
collecting and publicizing source material – in print or on the web. They are also very important ‘players’ in what we call our historical culture. Let me give you six examples and report about six categories of this kind of work. Each of them helps to discuss special aspects
of the theme, and all of them illustrate the value of these multi-faceted, mostly small-scale
crowdsourcing activities bringing historical source material to the public. The collaborative
digital conversion of sources sometimes happens inside traditional institutional structures,
others are typical innovations of the internet age.

(1) Historical and Genealogical Societies
They exist in almost every smaller and bigger German city, very often with roots deep in the
civic society of the 19th century – the Historical Society of Hamburg, for example, was founded in 1839, the ones in Munich and Francfort in 18376, Berlin in 18657, Bremen 1861/628,
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Hanover in 18359, Kassel 183410, the one for Westphalia in Münster 182511, the one for Hesse Nassau (Wiesbaden) even dates back to 181212. Historicism was the common interest of
intellectuals at that time and part of the civic culture13, and so the associations started famous historical source editions, very often in cooperation with the communal and state archives. Most of the associations declare in the preamble of their charters the collection,
inventarisation and presentation of important historical sources and remains of their region to
be one of their foremost objectives.
Next to the source editions, journals and regional or local bibliographies are their typical output. As most of the founding members had an academical background, they as a matter of
course accepted contemporary academic standards of source editing and publicising, and so
they do nowadays. But only very few editorial projects switched from print to web yet – genealogical sections excluded, we will come back to them soon -, and they are not being pushed
in this direction by their connections with archivists and archives. Only a small minority of
archivists in Germany actively uses social media channels, participatory tools and
crowdsourcing initiatives14.
But there are some exceptions, positive examples and activities: The association for Hesse
Kassel builds up a digital library of source publications and monographs from the 19th century15. The Westphalian historical society (Münster) cooperates with the German President’s
annual historiographic contest for young people (“Schülerwettbewerb deutsche Geschichte”16) offering pupils a web platform to publicise their professionally peer reviewed enquiries
under the title “Pupils Write History” (“Schüler schreiben Geschichte”)17.
And the most advanced web users are the genealogical branches of the associations, very
often developed into independent genealogical societies and networks. Their organisational
structures seem to be extraordinarily steady and far-reaching: local groups, collections and
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libraries, national and international connections are interwoven18. They have been using digital technology for years not only for networking, but also publicising documents, indexes and
registers. The Bavarian Society for Family Research produces CDs resp. DVDs every two
years since 2004 with family research results for Bavaria19. In another case, a community
archive, Minden/Westphalia, launched a joint project with the Historical Society of Minden
and FamilySearch in order to transcribe the population census records (Volkszählungslisten)
of 1880-1900 and index them20. On the national level the Computer Genealogists Association (Verein für Computergenealogie) works on indexing the digitised German death toll registers of the First World War (estimated 6-9 million records), using a wiki environment for
about 500 volunteers21.
(2) The ‘Heimatbund’ movement
‚Heimatbund‘-organisations are another species of civic movements concerned about local or
regional history and culture. They are younger than the traditional historical societies. Most of
them were founded in small towns and the countryside around 1900-1920 as associations of
researchers, teachers and especially all kinds of conservative critics of modern civilisation
and industrialisation, for example in the state of Lower Saxony22 in the South of Hamburg.
Village people and their ‘Heimatbund’ associations strived for the common good in their environment by protecting the landscape, old buildings, keeping up traditions, collecting folklore
and documents of the past. Basically conservative, they turned into modernised local interest
groups after World War II. Nowadays many of them foster source collecting, publications of
village and family histories, etc. They have advisory boards for history and feel responsible
for providing guidance to archives for interested people23.
One interesting example of source collection activities comes from the Northwest of Germany, the region of Emsland and Bentheim. The Studiengesellschaft für Emsländische
Regionalgeschichte gathered and transcribed more than 100 school chronicles, written annually from 1894 – when they were officially ordered, some date back further – up to the
1960s. The project derived from a further-reaching intention to collect all kinds of material
about World War I in this part of the country. The Emsland school chronicles provide so rich
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and multiple information about everyday life, political influence from outside, social conflict
and coherence, popular beliefs and mentalities, etc., that the Heimatbund, the archives and
libraries of the region set up a cooperative transcription project separately. Outcomes are
offered as digital versions for research, but have not yet been publicised on the web24.

(3) History workshops and private archives belonging to the history-from-below movement
In many of the bigger cities there are working groups and private archives in the quarters,
collecting all kinds of memorabilia and source material. They are quite active in presenting it
in exhibitions, lectures or on the web. Their focus lies on the history of everyday life, working
experiences, especially in the 20th century, the Nazi period in particular, the World Wars,
after-war life. They advocate the history of small entities – city quarters, streets, factories,
families, associations, etc. Oral history methods play an important role in their work. The
German history groups and community archives movement arose in the 1970s and 80s in
opposition to the traditional academic historiography and embedded in the new social
movements of that period – picking up ideas from the British history-workshop-movement
(Raphael Samuel) and primarily from the Swedish „Grabe wo du stehst“ tradition (Sven
Lindqvist25). The history workshops mainly rest upon voluntary service and all kinds of donations. Some of them receive additional public funding – for example in Hamburg since 1987 –
or are linked to adult education centres.
In Hamburg, for example, there are 16 bigger history workshops, joined into a Stiftung
Geschichtswerkstätten Hamburg26. Some 4.000 objects (private photos, postcards, documents, books, etc.) out of their collections of about 150.000 items have been digitised and
are being presented on the common web platform called stadtteilgeschichten.net, hosted by
the North German Common Library Network GBV and integrated into the regional portal
HamburgWissen Digital and the Europeana27. Two history workshops from Lower Saxony
(Göttingen and Duderstadt) contributed to a virtual exhibition on forced labour in their region
1939-1945 together with three universities and foreign institutions28.
The history workshops in Kiel and Augsburg – just to mention two more distinguished examples from the North and the South of Germany – concentrate on the presentation of their local history on the web, representing typical houses and streets of their respective cities29.
The aims of these archives and workshops as well as the standards and tools they apply
technically are quite different, depending on individual skills and connections of the members
and very often relying on proprietary solutions. Regional networking between several cities is
rare; one example is stadtteilgeschichten.net in Hamburg connected with archives in Hannover30.
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(4) Wiki structures
Beyond the history segments of Wikipedia31 wiki structures are in use for different kinds of
volunteer work. Wikis can be most useful for gathering and presenting historical facts –
sources to a lesser extent -, transporting specialist knowledge in a condensed and consolidated level to the web. In some bigger cities like Munich or Karlsruhe32, but also in a mid-size
city like Cuxhaven33 at the Elbe Estuary community history wikis are very popular, growing
steadily and in good quality. What they essentially need are enthusiastic and continually productive contributors, but is also a coordinating and structuring function wherever situated or
institutionally associated.
Libraries seem to become aware of this demand, some already engage in this field: The Vienna Library34 thinks of drafting a community history wiki for the Austrian capital. And the
Dresden State and University Library opened its biographical database, connected with the
Saxon regional bibliography, for crowdsourcing. Registered users can add or amend biographic articles about persons related with Saxony and its history or with the history of technology35. Thus the library can fructify specialist knowledge from Saxony and beyond, that the
librarians working on the regional bibliography and this associated biographic resource would
never could apply.

(5) History blogs
History blogs can focus on source editing or on the presentation and interpretation of content. Mostly they are of quite individual origin, but there might also be a backing institution
exerting editorial influence. An example for a blog a single historian came up with is the
“1628blog”36 about one year in the history of Wertheim on Main, a pretty old city in the
Southeast of Francfort. Every week the archivist Robert Meier posts a slightly commented
summary of a historical source from 1628 – or in the meantime 1629 as well -, and he plans
to continue for a longer period of time.
At the Hamburg State and University Library a history blog for a part of the city, the previously independent town of Bergedorf37, serves as a means to demonstrate the value of digitised
regional sources in a sort of show case with 25 historical articles. A user of the library wrote
most of the articles with editorial support of the staff. This blog is the first of a series of history
blogs and small virtual exhibitions to be prepared together with specialists and library users.
The “Coburg community memory” project38 was initiated by the community archive: a multimedia website assembling historical sources, historiography and in particular memories of
the citizens. They are invited to enter pictures, letters, stories and their experience into the
web interface. The archive provides editorial support and monitors the legal formalities.
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(6) Europeana 1914-1918
We have not experienced many large-scale crowdsourcing activities in Germany yet, but one
of course was remarkable: the Europeana 1914-1918 project39. It was “based on an initiative
at the University of Oxford where people across Britain were asked to bring family letters,
photographs and keepsakes from the War to be digitised. The success of the idea – which
became the Great War Archive – has encouraged Europeana, Europe's digital archive, library and museum, to bring other national institutions across Europe into an alliance with
Oxford University.”40
The process of collecting private memorabilia – documents, artefacts, stories - from the period of the Great War (1914-1918) was organised in two ways:
1. One could add a picture of the item or type in the story online on the project website.
2. “Family History Roadshows”: People were invited to bring the items to the event where
project staff would photograph the items and record the stories that go with them.The stories
and scanned or photographed images of the objects are then added to the archive. Roadshows took place in libraries of nine German cities between March and June 2011 and in
January 2012.
The archive now comprises 896 digital objects or ensembles of several items related to these
nine cities, about 100 at average, the top result of 308 comes from Amberg, Bavaria41. For
major cities where the roadshow did not turn up, the archive provides between 5 and 30 objects which will have been added individually.

Summary I
The German historical culture includes a wide variety of initiatives, associations and activities
in the private sector: agile local volunteers who are historically interested and ready to be
part of the history work – mostly confined to local communication networks and organisations. Activities somehow differ from region to region, town to town, and, moreover, between
cities and the countryside. Family historians and genealogists seem most likely to bridge
gaps via networks.
Bringing historical source material to the web demands these enthusiastic and motivated
volunteer historians – but also technophiles or, even better, organised connections to professional IT infrastructure. Many of the activities mentioned above are rooted in private initiatives, stand-alone-environments or individual collections. And sometimes they are reluctant
to contact or engage public institutions for their work. All too often they tend to continue work
in local isolation. Then again, others tried and succeeded in gaining budgetary or organisational backing from city administrations, from libraries, archives or research institutions. From
my point of view it is up to the local heritage institutions to take the lead and, for their part,
play an active role in merging historical culture activities for the web. Most of the following
points relating to libraries mutatis mutandis also apply to archives.

Libraries
So, shall libraries try to encourage and support these activities? What can libraries in particular bring forward? With which interests, possible effects, and at what price?
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First of all, regional and public libraries have to decide about whether they feel in line with
demands to support historical culture activities proactively beyond their accepted core functions. Then they have to consider the question of resources – how many and which kind of
resources can they invest into projects of this kind? If they opt for it, they open up to trends
that have recently been outlined by several librarians.
Peter Murray (2008/2011) talks of applying library expertise to a “third wave of material, after
commercial-physical and commercial-digital, now: local-digital. [...] The third wave of content
is now emerging: local, digital material. This is content that does not come through wellestablished channels from commercial publishers. It takes the form of article pre-prints / postprints, working papers, technical reports, datasets from experiments, slide collections, lecture
notes and recordings, blogs, wikis, and corporate publications. To manage this new wave of
content, a new suite of tools are emerging: content management systems, institutional repositories, e-print software, and collaborative writing applications.”42
Ed Summers (2012) imagines a u-turn to the “INSIDE-OUT library”: “Instead of being an
OUTSIDE-IN library” – bringing the world to its users, selecting, indexing, commenting content -, “libraries should try and stay relevant by shifting their paradigm 180 degrees. Instead
of only helping users to find what is available globally, they should also focus on making local
collections and production available to the world. Instead of doing the same thing everywhere, libraries should focus on making unique information accessible.” Libraries have to
offer “authentic, local context for information about a community’s past, present and future.
But in the past century or so libraries have focused on collecting mass produced objects, and
sharing data about said objects. The mission of collecting hyper-local information has typically been a side task, that has fallen to special collections and archives. [...] libraries need to
shift their orientation to caring more about the practices of archives and manuscript collections, by collecting unique, valued, at risk local materials, and adapting collection development and descriptive practices to the realities of more and more of this information being
available as data.”43
Or, as Michael Stephens (2013) puts it: The “participatory library” needs “embedded local
experts”, provides “creation spaces” for crowdsourcing and oral history projects, it “engages
users to add to library services” and plan activities together with librarians. “Preserving a
community’s digital heritage is the work of both libraries and museums, but involving the
community in these efforts is imperative as we move forward.”44
As I tried to demonstrate in the first part of the paper, in Germany we must not start from the
point of origin. We have available active and somehow organised volunteer participants in
German historical culture – primarily it seems to be a communication task for libraries to build
up or renew relations to these prospective partners. And to find out the respective needs,
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possible common interests, suitable topics and fields of action, methods to apply, modes and
resources for cooperation.
So what does ‘applying library expertise’ here mean in practice? What do we have to offer?
Without describing in detail each little piece of the puzzle that could be of value, some aspects are:










(physical and digital) collection building: methodological help and instruction, hosting
providing technical infrastructure for digitisation and recording
indexing, systematisation: applying expertise in indexing procedures, making use of
standard metadata formats and authority files in order to facilitate cross-linking of different sources
engaging quality aspects: standards, control procedures, workflow modeling, stable
IT-solutions
combining complementary sources from the library and its partners for certain projects
bundling of activities by supplying communication channels, exhibition opportunities,
ways of distribution, publication infrastructure
contextualizing special material by integrating it into a library environment, generating
lateral traffic
supporting community building – in the region, cross-regional, with academic partners
or other heritage institutions, etc.
Finally libraries can launch cross-institutional projects or projects of their own with
crowdsourcing components (tagging, correcting, transliterating etc. projects) which
activate foreseeable groups of volunteers.

Each library will have to find out the particular balance between big- and small-scale activities matching its profile – and matching its regional, academic and social environment. Being
involved in the construction of shared historical knowledge can have lasting effects on the
library’s customer retention chances and its good standing as a cultural heritage institution.
Without doubt, the library has to apply resources for turning ‘inside out’ this way – but in a
period which increasingly demands the ability to transcend traditional boundaries this is just
one of several fields to prove networking creativity.
As for the volunteer groups, advantages of joint ventures with libraries or archives are quite
obvious: enhanced visability in larger contexts and connectivity in various directions (portals,
institutional websites, search engines, etc.) appear most important to me.

Summary II
Most of the public and state libraries are deeply involved in the historical culture of their region. The digital revolution of communication facilities enforces redefinitions of their agency
in the cultural heritage field. For the state libraries which in many places are combined university and state libraries it is a double task to find and adjust their future roles in the academic field as well as for the broad public of their regional catchment. Remaining relevant in
both respects demands concentration on the specific holdings and services beyond their
well-known knowledge selection and transfer functions45.
Johan Schloemann recently described how the internet affects cultural studies on the whole.
Not only knowledge exchange and publicising processes have fundamentally changed and
are still subject to change. Also archives and libraries redefine their roles. Their selective
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production and structuring of web resources influences the new order of knowledge. And
libraries are inevitably affected by changes in communicative environments: “In popular fields
of knowledge amateurs and academic experts encounter each other more intensely than
ever before.”46 Libraries cannot escape these restructuring processes, they are involved anyway. If they take an active role, this might help them to remain relevant and provide good
opportunities to shape their reputation. From my point of view, libraries are well advised to
act as collaborative service providers for their historical culture, together with their regional
experts as partners.
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